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Ler k nnd n be poeltive letegeenr with n P 2k =t= 1, k a 2, We &note by K = K(II, k 1 the ~rrrph 
wlth the & element aub8etn of (1, a , . , n) a~ vertieea, where two r~uch vertices ure adjacent if they 
are dkjoint, We determine the vnluee of k und n for which K !R# I Cayley gruph, In prrliculor K 
la not n Cayley yrnph when II= 2k + 1, This an@werR NL EJlylps questIon (I# lo whether any of 
the “odd grnphs” ere Ceyley graphe, 
Introduction 
Let k and n be positive intagerrr with n 2k+l,k~2~ Wsdeflne K-Khk) 
f to ba the graph with tha & element subrratrr of {I, 2, , , , , n} tin vortlcee, whore two 
euch vertlcee are adjacent If they are diejotnt atl sete. These graphe are commonly 
referred to a8 Km&s graphs, If n = 2k -+ 1 then K Isl trleo referred to BR the o& 
f!VflPh 0, + I’ 
In [3], N, BiggB ask8 whether thrsrrs are any verlue~ of k for which the odd graph8 
ue Cayley grflphrr (for P dei!nltio~ of the trrrm “@ayley graph”, BW chapter 16 of 
[2]), The fellowIng result provldsfl the anBw@r, 
The raw k = 2 cal the above theorem W~FI fint k~led by &bldu@rJi [S], @Kate 
that when k = 2, K irr isromorghle to the complement of the llue g~rrph a0 K,J 
Sabidunsli defined the dt@clency &X) of a graph X to bo tho least cxder of’ a 
vertew~stabkzer of a vertex transitive subgroup of Aut (XI, He nhaw@d thalt 
graphs with arbitrarily large deficiensy existed, but in the examples he uwed, 
&V/l%l tan&d to ZWQ as 1x1 incmassd, 
Our theorem shows that c#(C&I/IQI increases with k, and thus provides u 
strengthening of Sabidussi’s result. 
We finish by drawing the reader’s attention to the infinite family of 4-transitive 
cubic graphs referred to in chapter 18 of [ZJ. These graphs have p(p* - 1)/48 
vertices, where p is a prime and p = xl (mod 16). Let X, be the graph corres- 
ponding to the prime p. Then it can be shown that Aut (X,,)=PSL(2, p) and the 
vertex stabilizers in Aut CX,,) are isomorphic $0 S,. Since PSL(2, p) has no 
subgroups with index less thPa p + 1, it follows that the deficiency of these graphs 
is 24 when p >24. 
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